Introduction {#hyz102s5}
============

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, with around 2.4 million new cases diagnosed in 2015 ([@hyz102C1]). With improved diagnosis, breast cancer can now be detected at early stages, thus improving survival rates ([@hyz102C2]). In particular, among node-negative and hormonal receptor-positive (HR+) patients, 80% of those treated with surgery plus tamoxifen have been shown to remain disease-free at 12-year follow-up, according to accumulated information from five randomized trials ([@hyz102C3]). As a result, overtreatment is common; considering that the risk of recurrence is low, patients may suffer from side effects without receiving the full benefits of adjuvant therapies ([@hyz102C4],[@hyz102C5]). The recent TAILORx trial demonstrated that about 70% of node-negative, HR+, and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2-negative (HER2-) patients can forgo adjuvant chemotherapy ([@hyz102C6]).

To overcome the imprecision of prognosis based on clinicopathologic factors, genomic tests for breast cancer prognosis, such as the Oncotype DX® (ODx), MammaPrint®, and EndoPredict® assay kits, are frequently utilized, especially in Western countries ([@hyz102C7],[@hyz102C8]). In contrast, these types of multigene panels are not commonly used in Asian countries. One reason for this could be that the majority of such tests were developed based on Caucasian populations. In fact, evidence has shown that ODx may overestimate the risk of recurrence among Japanese populations ([@hyz102C9]). This may be due to differences in the incidence and lifestyle of breast cancer patients from different ethnic backgrounds. For example, survival rates were shown to differ among Asian, black, and white breast cancer patients (hazard ratios: 0.48, 1.57, and 1, respectively) ([@hyz102C10]). To fill this gap, an 18-gene classifier (18-GC) based on the gene-expression profiling of Chinese breast cancer patients was developed ([@hyz102C11]).

In the current study, we combined clinical variables and genetic information to generate a clinical-genomic model: RI-DR, a recurrence index for distant recurrence (based on a genomic model and six clinical variables: age at diagnosis, tumor size, lymph node status, estrogen receptor status, lymphovascular invasion (LVI), and tumor grading). Details of the development of the clinical-genomic model can be found in [Supplement 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} ('From Microarray to NanoString'). By using tissues that had been tested with ODx, in this study, we observed the performance of ODx RS and evaluated the performance of the RI-DR model with that of the ODx assay in the prognosis assessment of a cohort of patients from Taiwan.

Materials and methods {#hyz102s6}
=====================

Patient selection {#hyz102s7}
-----------------

A total of 138 early breast cancer (EBC) patients were included in this head-to-head comparison study, including 42, 15, and 81 patients treated between 2010 and 2016 at McKay Memorial Hospital, Koo Foundation Sun Yat-Sen Cancer Center, and National Taiwan University Hospital, respectively, in Taiwan. The institutional review board of each of the participating medical centers approved the study protocol (IRB numbers: NTUH 201 610 066RINA, KFCC 20 150 327 A, and MMH 17CT040be). Patients that were eligible for this study included those (1) with invasive breast cancer; (2) that had undergone surgery, including mastectomy/breast-conserving surgery (BCS) with sentinel node biopsy/axillary lymph node dissection as first treatment; (3) with ODx testing data available; (4) positive for estrogen or progesterone receptors (HR+) and negative for HER2 receptor (HER2-), as confirmed by immunohistochemistry (IHC) or FISH. Patients with a stage of N3 or M1 were excluded. Figure [1](#hyz102F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the study CONSORT diagram.

![Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) for this study.](hyz102f01){#hyz102F1}

18-GC {#hyz102s8}
-----

Development of the 18-GC has been reported previously ([@hyz102C11]). In summary, it consists of a multifunctional panel of genes associated with cell cycle and proliferation (*DDX39*, *BUB1B*, *STIL*, *TPX2*, *CCNB1*), oncogenic processes (*BLM*, *TCF3*, *PIM1*, *RCHY1*, *PTI1*), inflammation and immune response (*CCR1*, *NFATC2IP*), cell--cell interaction (*TRPV6*, *OBSL1*, *MMP15*), apoptosis (*C16ORF7*, *DTX2*), and metabolism (*ENSA*).

Test procedures using the NanoString nCounter {#hyz102s9}
---------------------------------------------

Each archived FFPE tissue sample was cut into 10-μm-thick sections and stored or transported at 4°C. According to the manufacturer's instructions for the RNeasy FFPE Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), paraffin was removed, and total RNA extracted from the FFPE tissue sections. The extracted RNA was stored at --80°C until use and quality checked on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer with the Agilent RNA 6000 Nano kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). To estimate the level of degradation, the RNA integrity number (RIN) was calculated. Custom capturing and reporting probes were designed for five housekeeping genes for normalization. The hybridization procedures were performed following the instructions of the NanoString nCounter system. Briefly, each probe pair consisted of a reporter probe carrying the signal on its 5′ end and a capture probe carrying a biotin on its 3′ end. The color code on each probe was used as its barcode for multiplexing. Data normalization was performed following the manufacturer's recommended procedures for positive controls and reference genes.

Data adjustment {#hyz102s10}
---------------

After normalization with housekeeping genes, a ratio was obtained for each sample by comparing its value against that of a reference sample. To reduce the skew of the distribution, log~2~ values of the ratios were used to build the model, as follows: $$\frac{Gene_{ij}}{Gene_{1j}}, i = sample 1–138, j = gene 1–28$$where $Gene_{ij}$ is the *j*th gene for the *i*th sample, and $Gene_{1j}$is the *j*th gene for the fixed reference sample.

Algorithm for recurrence index (RI) calculation {#hyz102s11}
-----------------------------------------------

The RI was calculated in two steps: (1) the genomic score was calculated and (2) the final RI was then computed by integration of the clinical score with the genomic score, as follows: $$\begin{array}{l}
{{DGM}{score} = \beta_{1} \times Gene 1 + \beta_{2} \times Gene 2 + \ldots + \beta_{N} \times Gene N, N \leq 12} \\
{{DGM} - {CM6}{{score} = H}_{1} \times {DGM}{{score} + H}_{2} \times {clinical}{score}{({CM6})}} \\
{{Re}{scale}{score} 0 - {100}} \\
\end{array}$$where DGM represents the DR genomic model; CM6 is the clinical score comprising six clinical variables, including age, LVI, ER status, axillary lymph node status, histology grade, and tumor size; β~i~ indicates the weighting of each gene expression level; and H~i~ indicates the weighting of the clinical or genomic model.

Determination of cutoffs {#hyz102s12}
========================

RI-DR (DGM-CM6) {#hyz102s13}
---------------

We transferred our 18-GC platform from the U133 2.0 plus microarray platform using fresh frozen tissues to the NanoString nCounter system using FFPE tumor tissues (details in [Supplement 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the breakpoint determination, ROC curve analysis was performed with different cutoff points that stratify patients into low- or high-risk of recurrence. Breakpoint score of 36 was selected for a combined greatest sensitivity and specificity. Patients with RI-DR scores ≥ 36 and \< 36 were thus defined as being at high and low risk of distant metastasis, respectively.

ODx assay {#hyz102s14}
---------

The ODx assay was performed as part of routine care on sections mailed to Genomic Health, Inc. Redwood City, California, and recurrence score (RS) values were retrieved from medical records. Low, intermediate, and high risk categories were defined as RS values \<18, 18--30, and \>31, respectively. After the publication of TAILORx ([@hyz102C6]), cutoffs of \<11, 11--25, and ≥26 were used.

Clinical performance of and concordance between RI-DR and ODx RS {#hyz102s15}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The clinical performance of the two assays was evaluated by comparing the status predicted by RI-DR or ODx and the actual any breast cancer recurrence status of the corresponding patients. The negative predictive value (NPV), positive predictive value (PPV), sensitivity, and specificity were calculated accordingly. The relapse-free survival probability was plotted against the follow-up time for both low- and high-risk group of patients as determined by RI-DR or ODx assay.

Agreement was analyzed by calculation of Cohen's kappa coefficient (κ) between RI-DR and ODx scores of each corresponding patients. Score distribution between RI-DR and RS was obtained by plotting score intervals against the percentage of patients in each score interval.

Results {#hyz102s16}
=======

Baseline characteristics of patients {#hyz102s17}
------------------------------------

A total of 138 breast cancer patients were included in the study (Table [1](#hyz102TB1){ref-type="table"}), with 70 (51%) of the patients aged \> 50 years and 68 (49%) aged ≤ 50 years. Additionally, 80 (58%) patients were at stage N0, 56 (41%) were at N1, and 2 (1%) were at N2. Moreover, 77 (56%) patients had T1 disease, and 61 (44%) had T2--3 disease. The majority (131 or 95%) of the patients exhibited no invasion or focal LVI, and only 7 (5%) patients had prominent LVI. Most patients (128 or 93%) had tumors at grades 1--2, and only 9 (7%) patients had grade 3 tumors. Sixty-one (44%) patients were treated with modified radical mastectomy (MRM), whereas 77 (56%) were treated with BCS. Thirty (22%) and 108 (78%) patients were treated with and without chemotherapy, respectively. All patients were tested with ODx before this study.

###### 

Baseline characteristics

  Variables            Patient number (%)
  -------------------- --------------------
  **Age**              
   Age \> 50           70 (51%)
   Age ≤ 50            68 (49%)
  **LVI**              
   Absent/focal        131 (95%)
   Prominent           7 (5%)
  **Tumor grade**      
   Grade 1--2          128 (93%)
   Grade 3             9 (7%)
  **Tumor category**   
   T1                  77 (56%)
   T2--3               61 (44%)
  **N category**       
   N0                  80 (58%)
   N1                  56 (41%)
   N2                  2 (1%)
  **Ki67**             
   ≤ 10%               44 (39%)
   11--20%             31 (28%)
   \> 20%              37 (33%)
  **Chemotherapy**     
   No                  108 (78%)
   Yes                 30 (22%)
  **Surgery**          
   Mastectomy          61 (44%)
   BCS                 77 (56%)

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; LVI: Lymphovascular invasion.

Recurrence index in different patient subgroups {#hyz102s18}
-----------------------------------------------

The correlation between the RI-DR and various clinicopathologic factors was analyzed, and RI scores were positively associated with some of the factors (Table [2](#hyz102TB2){ref-type="table"}). For example, the percentage of high-risk patients according to the RI-DR cutoff was higher among those with T2--3 disease than those with T1 disease, among those with tumor grade 3 than those with tumor grade 1, and among tumors with Ki67 expression \> 10% than those with Ki67 expression ≤10%. In contrast, no difference in RI-DR was detected between patients ≤ 40 years old and those \> 40 years, nor between those with stage N0 and stage N1--2, nor between those positive for both ER and PR and those positive for either ER or PR in this small series.

###### 

Correlation between recurrence index (RI) score of the 18-gene classifier panel and clinicopathologic risk factors

  Risk factors       RI-DR low (\<36)   RI-DR high (≥36)   *P-*value
  ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------
  **Age**                                                  1
   ≤ 40              14 (13%)           5 (15%)            
   \> 40             90 (87%)           29 (85%)           
  **T stage**                                              0.0149
   T1                65 (63%)           12(35%)            
   T2--T3            39 (38%)           22(65%)            
  **N stage**                                              0.8306
   N0                61 (59%)           19 (56%)           
   N1--2             43 (41%)           15 (44%)           
  **Tumor grade**                                          0.0005
   Grade I--II       101 (98%)          27 (79%)           
   Grade III         2 (2%)             7 (21%)            
  **ER/PR status**                                         1
   Both (+)          100 (96%)          33 (97%)           
   ER or PR (+)      4 (4%)             1 (3%)             
  **Ki67**                                                 0.0131
   ≤ 10%             19 (9%)            0 (0%)             
   \> 10%            72 (91%)           32 (100%)          

ER: estrogen receptor; PR: progesterone receptor; RI-DR: recurrence index for distant recurrence.

Clinical performance of the RI-DR and ODx RS {#hyz102s19}
--------------------------------------------

Among the 138 patients, 104 were classified by the RI-DR as low risk, whereas 34 were classified as high risk (Table [3](#hyz102TB3){ref-type="table"}). When compared against clinical outcomes, one out of the 104 low-risk patients had a recurrence event (NPV = 103/104 = 99%), whereas 5 out of the 34 high-risk patients had a recurrence event (PPV = 5/34 = 15%). Sensitivity was 5/6 (or 83%), and specificity was 103/132 (or 78%).

###### 

Oncotype DX recurrence score (RS) and recurrence index for distant recurrence (RI-DR) with clinical outcomes

                                   Risk group    Patient \#   Any recurrences
  -------------------------------- ------------- ------------ -----------------
  **RI-DR**                        Low (\<36)    104          1 (1%)
  High (≥36)                       34            5 (15%)      
  **Oncotype DX RS**               Low ($<$26)   121          3 (2%)
  High (≥26)                       17            3 (18%)      
  **RI-DR (\>50yo)**               Low (\<36)    54           0
  High (≥36)                       16            2 (12.5%)    
  **Oncotype DX RS (\>50yo)**      Low (\<26)    63           1 (1.6%)
  High (≥26)                       7             1 (14.3%)    
  Total                            70            2 (2.9%)     
  **RI-DR (**≤**50yo)**            Low (\<36)    50           1 (2%)
                                   High (≥36)    18           3 (16.7%)
  **Oncotype DX RS (**≤**50yo)**   Low (\<26)    58           2 (3.4%)
                                   High (≧26)    10           2 (20%)
  **Oncotype DX RS (**≤**50yo)**   Low (\<16)    29           0
                                   High (≧16)    39           4 (10.3%)
                                   Total         68           4 (5.9%)

In contrast, 121 of the 138 patients were classified by the ODx RS as low risk (cutoff \< 26), whereas 17 were classified as non-low risk (Table [3](#hyz102TB3){ref-type="table"}). When compared against clinical outcomes, three of the 121 low-risk patients had a recurrence event (NPV = 118/121 = 98%), whereas three of the 17 non-low-risk patients had a recurrence event (PPV = 3/17 = 18%). Sensitivity was 3/6 (or 50%), and specificity was 118/132 (or 89%).

The observation was similar if patients were divided into age \> 50 years and age ≤ 50 years. The risk classification by ODx RS and RI-DR was comparable, however, the RS cutoff of 16 performed better than the cutoff of 26 for women with age ≤ 50 years (Table [3](#hyz102TB3){ref-type="table"}).

With a median follow-up interval of 36.8 months (ranging from 2.5 to 94.1 months), the survival probabilities of the low- and high-risk patients were plotted against the disease-free survival time (Fig. [2](#hyz102F2){ref-type="fig"}A-B). The results showed that patients classified as having low risk of recurrence by the RI-DR had a recurrence-free survival (RFS) rate of 98.5% at 4 years. In contrast, for those classified as having a high risk of recurrence, the 4-year RFS rate declined to 72.6% (*P* = 0.001, hazard ratio: 18.9, 95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 1.8--138.3). Similar trends were noticed by plotting the ODx RS: the 4-year RFS was 95.0% in the low-risk group and 61.9% in the high-risk group (*P* = 0.004, hazard ratio: 10.6, 95% CI: 1.8--62.5). Survival probabilities for ages ≤50 and \>50 were plotted separately in Fig. [2](#hyz102F2){ref-type="fig"}C-D (RI-DR) and Fig. [2](#hyz102F2){ref-type="fig"}E-F (RS). Figures of survival plots for node-negative and node-positive patients categorized by RI-DR and RS are provided in Fig. [3](#hyz102F3){ref-type="fig"}. RI-DR could differentiate low- and high-risk N0 patients (*P* = 0.0001); however, whereas RS \< 11 and 11-25 had similar outcome, RS ≥ 26 had the poorest prognosis (*P* = 0.0078).

![Relapse-free survival rates of (A) low-risk (scores \<36) and high-risk (scores ≥36) patients determined by RI-DR; (B) low-risk (scores \<26) and high-risk (scores ≥26) patients determined by RS; (C) Age \> 50: low-risk (scores \<36) and high-risk (scores ≥36) by RI-DR; (D) Age \> 50, low-risk (scores \<26) and high-risk (scores ≥26) by RS; (E) Age ≤50: low-risk (scores \<36) and high-risk (scores ≥36) by RI-DR; (F) Age ≤50, low-risk (scores \<16) and high-risk (scores ≥16) by RS.](hyz102f02){#hyz102F2}

![Relapse-free survival rates of low- (scores \<36) and high-risk (scores ≥36) patients determined by RI-DR: (A) node negative, (B) node positive. Relapse-free survival rates of low- (scores \<11), medium- (scores 11-25) and high-risk (scores ≥26) patients determined by RS: (C) node negative, (D) node positive.](hyz102f03){#hyz102F3}

Concordance between RI-DR and ODx RS {#hyz102s20}
------------------------------------

There were two cutoffs used for the ODx RS. First, cutoffs of \< 18 and \> 30 were used to define the low- and high-risk groups, respectively. Using the revised cutoffs, RS values of \< 11 and \> 25 were used to define the low- and high-risk groups, respectively.

Using the initial RS cutoffs of 18 and 30, the agreement between RI-DR and RS in the low- and high-risk groups was 90% (74/82). The RS intermediate group (score 18--30) was classified as low-risk by the RI-DR in 63% of cases (Table [4](#hyz102TB4){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Concordance between recurrence index for distant recurrence (RI-DR) and Oncotype DX recurrence score (RS)

  All patients         RI-DR                                            
  -------------------- ------------ ------------ -------- ------------- ----------
  **Cutoff 18--30**    Low (\<36)   High (≥36)   Total    Relapse (%)   
  **Oncotype DX RS**   Low (\<18)   67 (92%)     6 (8%)   73            1 (1.4%)
  Middle (18--30)      35 (63%)     21 (37%)     56       4 (7.1%)      
  High (≥31)           2 (22%)      7 (78%)      9        1 (11.1%)     
  **Cutoff 11--25**                                                     
  **Oncotype DX RS**   Low (≤10)    26 (93%)     2 (7%)   28            0
  Middle (11--25)      74 (80%)     19 (20%)     93       3 (3.2%)      
  High (≥26)           4 (24%)      13 (76%)     17       3 (17.6%)     
  Total                104 (75%)    34 (25%)     138                    

Using the new cutoffs of 11 and 25, 26 out of the 28 (93%) RS low-risk patients were also classified as low-risk by the RI-DR (Table [4](#hyz102TB4){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, 13 (76%) of the 17 RS high-risk patients were defined as high-risk group by the RI-DR. Patients with RS scores of 11--25 were categorized as low-risk by the RI-DR in 80% of cases (74/93). The total agreement using the revised cutoffs (\<26 as low risk and ≥ 26 as high risk) was thus 113/138 (82%), with a Cohen's *k* of 0.41, indicating moderate agreement (Fig. [4](#hyz102F4){ref-type="fig"}A).

![(A) Correlation between RI-DR and RS. The *x*-axis provides the RI-DR, and the *y*-axis shows the RS. Red dots represent recurrent patients. (B) Score distribution between RI-DR and RS. The *x*-axis provides the RS and RI-DR score intervals, and the *y*-axis shows the percentage of patients in each score interval.](hyz102f04){#hyz102F4}

Both RS score cutoffs (18 and 30 or 11 and 25) showed that the high-risk group was at high risk of recurrence, with recurrence rates of 11.1% and 17.6%, respectively (Table [4](#hyz102TB4){ref-type="table"}). The relapse rate in the intermediate-risk group defined by scores of 11--25 was more reasonable (3.2%) than that in the group defined by scores of 18--30 (7.1%).

The RI-DR scores were distributed normally; the median score was 26, and the lower and upper quantile scores were 19 and 35, respectively. The median score of ODx RS score was 17, while the lower and upper quantile were 11 and 22, respectively; only 2 patients had scores \> 35 in this series (Fig. [4](#hyz102F4){ref-type="fig"}B).

Recurrent cases {#hyz102s21}
---------------

Only six out of the 138 patients experienced recurrence (five LRR and one distant metastasis). Compared with the RI-DR, the ODx RS failed to predict the outcomes of cases 1 and 4. Case 4, who had a T3 tumor and was younger than 50 years of age, would be considered clinically high-risk and be responsible for her local recurrence. According to the subgroup analysis of the TAILORx trial ([@hyz102C6]), women aged ≤ 50 years with RS \> 16 would be classified as at high risk of distant recurrence. Both RS and RI-DR failed to predict the relapse of case 2; one possible explanation for this could be the lack of adjuvant radiotherapy after BCS.

Discussion {#hyz102s22}
==========

The current 18-gene-based clinical-genomic model (RI-DR) identified 75% (104/138) of HR-positive and HER2-negative EBC patients to be at low-risk; these patients had an excellent 4-year RFS of 98.5%. According to recurrence and outcome patterns, more than 60% of recurrences happen within 4 years after surgery ([@hyz102C12]); thus, recurrence would be too rare among these patients for them to obtain any benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy. Breast cancer treatments not only carry the risk of individual side effects but also have become a substantial public health burden ([@hyz102C1]). Considering the decreased morbidity and mortality rates in EBC patients, numerous healthcare providers have begun to make efforts to find new methods and biomarkers for tailoring treatments to patients and improving their quality of life, such as avoiding axillary lymph node dissection and forgoing adjuvant chemotherapy in selected patients ([@hyz102C13],[@hyz102C14]). The current study offers another option for identifying low-risk patients after surgery.

It has also been shown that clinical manifestations of breast cancer in Asian patients may differ from those in Caucasian counterparts. Assays developed based on Western populations may thus not be suitable for predicting recurrence in Asian breast cancer patients. For example, Toi et al. showed that the risk of recurrence in some Japanese patients was overestimated, as those classified as having intermediate risk experienced LRR at a rate of only 2.5% and no distant recurrence ([@hyz102C9]). In contrast to this, we have found that patients from Taiwan with an RS of 18--30 had a high rate of recurrence (7.1%) with a median follow-up only 36.8 months (Table [4](#hyz102TB4){ref-type="table"}). Of the four patients with LRR, three would be at high-risk of distant metastasis, as two had chest wall recurrence after mastectomy and one had supraclavicular lymph node recurrence after BCS (Table [5](#hyz102TB5){ref-type="table"}). Asian patients were previously found to be less likely to be classified as high risk than non-Hispanic whites ([@hyz102C15]). It may thus prove critical to test Asian patients with more ODx assays or a more suitable multi-gene prognostic assay, e.g., one that was developed based on Asian genomic data.

###### 

Recurrent case study: treatments and failure patterns

  Case   Age      Surgery   TNM    R/T   C/T   Relapse site                 ODx RS~26~   RI-DR~36~
  ------ -------- --------- ------ ----- ----- ---------------------------- ------------ -----------
  1      56--60   BCS       T1N0   Yes   No    Breast                       15           47
  2      46--50   BCS       T2N1   No    No    Breast/axilla                22           33
  3      41--45   MRM       T1N0   No    Yes   Local                        26           36
  4      41--45   MRM       T3N0   No    No    Local                        19           40
  5      36--40   BCS       T2N0   Yes   No    Supraclavicular lymph node   27           43
  6      51--55   MRM       T2N0   No    Yes   Distant                      34           38

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; MRM: Modified radical mastectomy.

The 18-gene-based clinical-genomic model (RI-DR) that was developed by our group decades ago has been described previously and was demonstrated to be an independent prognostic factor in Asian patients with luminal-type breast cancer ([@hyz102C16]). FFPE sections can be used for analysis with the multiplex probe-based NanoString system for RI-DR testing, and the validation work had already been completed ([Supplement 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the current study, among the 104 patients classified by the RI-DR as low risk, only one had a recurrence event, resulting in an NPV of 99%. In contrast, five of the 34 high-risk patients had a recurrence event, resulting in a PPV of 15%. In comparison, even though the ODx assay also had an NPV of 98%, three patients classified as low risk had recurrence. The RI-DR and ODx RS exhibited moderate agreement (Cohen's *k* = 0.41), and the total agreement was 82% if the high-risk cutoff of ≥26 was used. It is noteworthy that while correctly identifying non-recurrent patients (i.e., high NPV) is critical when evaluating a prognostic test, identifying recurrent patients (i.e., high sensitivity) is even more important. The results indicate that the RI-DR, which has both a relatively high NPV and a relatively high sensitivity, could be a useful tool for identifying low-risk breast cancer patients, especially those with Asian genetic backgrounds, such that they may forego adjuvant chemotherapy.

There are some limitations to the current study. First, we designed the study to compare the performance of the two panels using two different RS cutoffs because the updated results from the TAILORx study ([@hyz102C6]) were published during our study period. Although this is likely to result in an inevitable bias, we still achieved moderate agreement with the RS score in all patients, reflecting the reliable performance of RI-DR at the very least. Second, luminal breast cancer has a relatively good prognosis and may therefore result in more late relapses of \>5 years after primary surgery in comparison to other subtypes of EBC ([@hyz102C12]). The present study has a relatively short follow-up interval, and therefore the results should be interpreted with caution; however, the RFS benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy usually is observed within the first 5 years after surgery ([@hyz102C3]). Finally, the RI-DR predictions performed well with regard to the low-risk patients (*n* = 103), with a 4-year RFS of 98.5%, which poses an interesting question regarding whether patients deemed at low-risk by our panel could forgo adjuvant chemotherapy.

Conclusion {#hyz102s23}
==========

In conclusion, the current study shows that 18-GC, when integrated with clinicopathologic models, can accurately identify early-stage luminal-like breast cancer patients who are at low risk of recurrence. Nevertheless, further follow-up is needed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 18-GC panel in predicting recurrence over a longer period. Future study with a larger cohort size is also warranted.
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###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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